Transport
Sourcing

The right resources at
the right price.
This is the
Supply Change.™

The opportunity:

What we do:

Transportation. It’s the number one cost within your supply
chain–and often the most challenging to manage on your own.

We can help you lower transportation costs within a single
country or across Europe.

You know that maintaining control helps maintain costs, and
that managing transportation companies directly can result in
significant transportation savings. But with so many hauliers
across Europe, how can you be sure you’re contracting the right
resources and are paying the very lowest prices for them?

Managing transportation costs is essential to our own
operations. This includes negotiating with more than 800
hauliers carrying more than 1.5 million shipments annually
throughout Europe.

We have extensive experience negotiating hauling contracts
and optimising our own transportation network, and we can
use that intelligence and expertise, as well as our extensive
transport database, to help you optimise yours.
You’ll be able to explore new resources to reduce your
transport costs, no matter where you need to ship
your products.
We’ll help you negotiate, or negotiate on your behalf, the best
possible rates for any or all of your transportation needs.
Together, we’ll leverage our experience and expertise to help
you maintain control and reduce the cost of transporting
your goods.

We negotiate transport
contracts with more than
800 hauliers across Europe.

Whether you’re expanding in new markets or seeking cost
reductions within your current transportation network, we can
help you source and secure the best transportation services
for your specific needs. We can evaluate your entire network or
any portion of it.
We’ll use our technology to evaluate your options and search
our database for haulers that can match your transportation
requirements. Based on the parameters you provide around
your transport needs and required service levels, we’ll suggest
to you a range of alternatives.
Our Transport Sourcing solution is available for you when you
need it, in whatever capacity you need it, to help you make the
right decisions.

Analysis
Negotiation

Negotiation
Negotiation
Negotiation

We’ll analyse your current
network to identify where
you can reduce costs and
strengthen your negotiating
position with your current
transportation vendors.

We’ll help you negotiate
better rates on any
segment of your network,
or we can address your
entire network to help you
achieve maximum savings.

We contract more than €250 million in
transportation annually across Europe.

Countries where CHEP operates.

Real world ROI from
Transport Sourcing.

How we’ll work together:
We helped a global consumer goods company save €2.1
million annually by renegotiating lanes throughout Europe.

We have been operating an extensive transportation network
for decades that serves our 17,000 customers throughout
Europe. Here’s how we’ll apply our experience and expertise
to help you reduce your transport costs:

Cost before
transport sourcing:
€42.9 million.

Lanes renegotiated
270
Percent of transport costs saved
Discover

We’ll determine the scope
of your transportation needs
and your service parameters,
and examine your current
hauliage contracts for the
specific areas you want
to address.

Analyse

We’ll compare your
current lanes and rates
with our database to find
opportunities for savings.
Our matching tool also
finds hauliers that meet
your requirements.

Recommend

We’ll present you with
multiple options, so you
can benchmark your
current costs and weigh
all of your considerations
against what’s available
in the market.

Implement

We’ll leverage our
relationships and scale to
help you negotiate new
contracts that reduce your
transportation costs.

How you’ll benefit:

Only CHEP:

We find transportation options that reduce your costs
throughout your network, as you maintain control and
oversight. Our Transport Sourcing solution helps you:

We have insights into the customer flows from more than 14
million shipments in 224,000 lanes annually, the equivalent
of more than 56,000 full truckloads per day. Finding and
negotiating the best possible rates for hauling freight is one of
our core skills. We look forward to working with you.

+ Benchmark your current transport costs against the market
+ Gain leverage to renegotiate existing contracts

5%
Total transport savings
€2.1 million

We helped a European beverage company save
€100,000 by renegotiating just two of its lanes.

Cost before
transport sourcing:
€600,000.

Lanes renegotiated
2
Percent of transport costs saved
17%

+ Explore transportation options in new markets
+ Identify new supply chain partners to help reduce
transportation costs
+ Optimise individual segments of your transportation network

Cost after
transport sourcing:
€40.8 million.

Total transport savings
€100,000

Cost after
transport sourcing:
€500,000

This is the
Supply Change.
Together we can
make it happen.™

Transport Sourcing.
Just one of many Consumer Goods
Solutions from CHEP.
If you’re looking to improve
your supply chain, let’s talk.
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